
READINESS TO PLANT 360  
 

 

Is there anyone here who, planning to 

build a new house, doesn’t first sit down 

and figure the cost so you’ll know if you 

can complete it? If you only get the 

foundation laid and then run out of 

money, you’re going to look pretty 

foolish. Everyone passing by will poke 

fun at you: “He started something he 

couldn’t finish!” 

 – Luke 14:28-30, The Message 

 

Are you ready to create a New Place for New People?     

 If your congregation is considering a call to multiply its 

ministry, it is stepping out of the norm for many typical American 

churches. There is no better way to reach more people – more 

young people, more diverse people – in our communities than to 

plant a new congregation. Regardless of the strategy chosen to 

plant a new congregation, your church and its leaders need to 

cultivate healthy soil for planting the seed of a new congregation. 

 

 Path 1 recommends a process of discernment and preparation for all prospective partner churches to be well-

equipped and ready to build something that will be viable, self-sustaining and ready to multiply. Readiness to Plant 

360 provides the needed information and framework as it helps congregations assess and prepare for planting. Your 

congregation’s capacity in these five areas determines whether your planting efforts will be fruitful or frightful:  

Leadership Readiness 

Have key leaders of your church embraced the value of letting go of some leaders and/or some money in 

order to plant a new congregation or campus? 

Vision Alignment 

Do your plans, major initiatives and pruning of ministry 

stem clearly from a Biblical vision/mission and drive for 

fruitfulness?  

Evangelistic Aptitude 

How often and successfully does your church exercise its 

evangelism muscle?  

Passionate Spirituality 

Does a spiritual fire burn within the hearts and souls of 

your church’s key leaders?  

Cultural Openness 

Does your congregation exhibit a capacity for embracing new cultures (e.g., socio-economic, racial/ethnic, 

generational, etc.)? 

 
 

For more information about the process of getting ready to plant and the multiple strategies for planting,  

visit www.path1.org/multiply.  


